Saratoga Happy Color Alluminio Ruote
Saratoga Happy Color Alluminio Ruote is an acrylic varnish spray that dries quickly, expressly made for aluminium wheels.
Acrylic varnish ideal for diyers but also for professional users. Has excellent adhesion properties and is suitable for varnishing metal materials, especially wheel
rims.
High covering, long-lasting, sunlight resistant, lead-free and free from chlorofluorocarbons. Can be painted.
APPLICATION FIELDS
Saratoga Happy Color Alluminio Ruote can be used on metal materials, such as iron, brass and aluminium. Especially suitable for varnishing wheel rims, its
features make it ideal also on wood, glass, metal, masonite, plaster and plastic materials.
APPLICATION
• All surfaces must be dust free, dry and degreased.
• Shake can for a long time, until hearing for a minute the sound of the marbles inside the can.
• Keeping the can 30 cm from the surface to treat, apply with slight coats. For a better result, cross horizontal coats with vertical ones.
• With self-cleaning valve: when finished, clean the valve turning around the can and pressing till comes out only the gas from the can, without any varnish.
For a better result, sand the part to treat with thin sandpaper (wet n° 400).
Clean varnish with Acetone and/or Nitro Diluent.

Appearance
Density at 20°C
Yield
Temperature resistance
Coats needed:
Skin formation time
Tack free
Fully dry

Specific data
Can containing under pressure liquid
0,75-0,8 g/ml
1,5-2 mq
120 °C
1 in internals
2-3 in externals
10 minutes
20 minutes
24 hours

For a better result, apply at 20°C or restore can's temperature to 20 °C before applying.
With childproof patented safety cap and colour reference token on cap.
STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE
In unopened original packaging, between +20 and +25°C. In any case, temperature must be over 5°C and keep out of sunlight.
CAUTIONS
Keep out of the reach of children.
Consult Material Safety Data Sheet for full list of hazards and the directions on the product label itself.
For further information, please visit our site www.saratoga.it

Product Description
Wheel Aluminium Happy Color

Pack size
400 ml

Product code
88 157 001

Box quantity
6
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